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I spent my exchange semester at National University of Singapore. My main reasons for 
choosing Singapore for my exchange were that I had never been to Asia before and the 
great reputation NUS has worldwide. This proved to be a fantastic decision, as I had a 
great semester in Singapore. The school exceeded my expectations; I met wonderful 
people and traveled to five countries! 
 

  
Housing 
I applied for housing through the university and got a non-AC room at Ridge View 
Residential College. This cost me about 3200 SEK a month, in comparison to my friends 
staying in condos for 6-7000 SEK. I would recommend you to weight what factors are 
important to you when choosing how to live: I had a very short distance to school and to 
my friends but had to share a kitchen and bathroom with the other girls on my floor. My 
friends staying in a condo all had to share bedrooms and had about 40 minutes to 
school, but a higher living standard overall.  
 
I appreciated the campus lifestyle and most of my friends stayed there, and I would also 
recommend it out of privacy reasons. If you decide to apply for campus housing, the best 
residents are; any of the residential colleges (put Ridge View last as no rooms have AC 
and it is the oldest) or the UTown Towers. Avoid Prince George’s Park because of the 
location and age of the area. 
 

National University of Singapore 
The school system differs from SBS in several ways, the most noticeable being the fact 
that participation and class activity often is graded, it can be as much as 20 % of the final 



grade. I also had a large group project in every single one of my modules. In addition to 
this, midterms and individual assignments will keep you busy throughout the semester.  
 
I will go more in-depth of the individual modules. I would not recommend taking too 
many finance-modules, since they demand a much larger portion of time than others 
and generally are more difficult. It is also worth noticing which modules have a midterm; 
for me, three modules had midterms in March, which were scheduled on three 
consecutive Saturdays. This made March a month of hectic studying, and for very boring 
weekends as my friends went traveling. Course selection went very smoothly as I got all 
courses I applied for directly, the courses I got where: 
 
Financial Accounting (ACC1002X) 
This was the simplest module I took. The workload was low as the module consisted of a 
short presentation, a 4-page essay, midterm and final exam. If you are interested in 
accounting this will be interesting since the course looks into both U.S. GAAP and IFRS 
regulation.  
 
Strategic Management (BSP3001C) 
The grading of this module was 20% class participation and 10% peer review (from 
your group members for the essay), so it was my most vocal/social course. It is a must to 
do the pre-class readings of cases as one-two hours of every class will be open 
discussion of them. Since we covered mostly Asian companies, this is even more 
important to exchange students. As class sizes are small, it is not possible to slip under 
the radar and not speak up. However, if you read the cases beforehand this should not 
be an issue. Besides class participation, an essay of a strategic analysis of a company has 
to be written and presented as well as a final test where cases from earlier in the course 
are analyzed. 
 
Consumer Behavior (MKT3402C) 
I highly recommend you to take this module with Professor Adelle Yang. My most 
interesting module, as you explore many psychological aspects of marketing. A very 
vocal class and the Professor invites any and all comments. The assignments are also not 
very heavy, two short essays, a group project analyzing a marketing problem and a 
presentation of that as well as a final exam. Since the lecturer is very engaging revising 
for the exam was very easy. 
 
Corporate Finance (FIN3101A) 
This module had the most assignments: several tutorials, several critiques, two quizzes, 
a midterm, final exam and a large group project which included a 30-minute Q&A about 
your report. All parts were very time-consuming, so make sure to manage your time and 
start early! My part of the group project was extremely comprehensive, which combined 
with my group’s self-imposed deadline made for a stressful few days. Choose your group 
wisely! 
 
Financial Markets (FIN3103A) 
Be prepared to study if you choose this module! The professor began each lesson with a 
small quiz, called out students not listening and was not hesitant to stop you in the 
middle of a presentation if she disagreed with something being said. It was also the 
greatest learning experience – the material covered was both interesting and useful. The 



module offered a lot of integration and discussion of current events, so keep updated by 
reading articles online by the Wall Street Journal and the Financial Times. 
 
 
Orientation/welcome programme 
The student organization threw a few welcoming activities, however I attended none of 
them so I cannot speak of their quality. Meeting people is very easy, especially if you stay 
at campus. There is an organization called SingaporeUNI that organizes parties as well 
as trips to nearby places such as Malaysia or Indonesia. 
 
Traveling 
I genuinely recommend you to take this opportunity to travel. From Singapore, you can 
easily fly anywhere in Asia. I visited Malaysia, Hong Kong, Thailand, Indonesia and Sri 
Lanka, where I went for recess week. I highly recommend Sri Lanka, as it was only a 
four-hour flight away, had lovely beaches and mountain trekking as well as being a very 
cheap country to stay in. For a weekend trip, Tioman Island outside the coast of Malaysia 
is incredibly beautiful and great for scuba diving. In general, travelling is much easier to 
do before and during recess week, as classes and assignments pile up until after exams.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sri Lanka: a hike up the mountain at sunrise and safari in the national park. 


